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- Service mesh features
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- Service to Client: Slot 22, Slot 71
- Service to Service: Slot 20, Slot 31
- Service to Service: Slot 72, Slot 82
Service Mesh

Linkerd + Consul
Big Picture
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Classifiers

- **Error**
  - HTTP 5XX
  - gRPC non-zero
- **Retryable**
  - HTTP GET, HEAD, OPTIONS, TRACE
  - gRPC UNAVAILABLE (14)
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Service B Pool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B1</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Req 2 → Status Code 500 → B1
Req 3 → Status Code 500 → B1
Req 4 → Status Code 500 → B1

Service B Pool:
- B1 F4
- B2 F0
- B3 F0
- B4 F0
- B5 F0
- B6 F0
Circuit Breaking

Req 5 ➔ Status Code 500 ➔ B1

Service B Pool

- B1 (F5)
- B2 (F0)
- B3 (F0)
- B4 (F0)
- B5 (F0)
- B6 (F0)
Retries
1st Try

Request 1 → HTTP GET → Linkerd → HTTP 500 → B2
Delivery Velocity
Where we are now

- Open Source
  - okhttp h2c patch from Jaye Pitzeruse
- Language agnostic
  - Java & Python
- HTTP2
  - 95% 2ms added latency
- Consul Integration
- Cross Data center
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Client Implementation

1. Retrieve outbound port
2. Inject service header

```java
    port = Env.get("egressPort");
    cl = Client("http://localhost:" + port);
    req = cl.makeFooRequest();
    req.setHeader("indeed-service", "ServiceB");
```
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Linkerd

- Finagle
- Cloud Native Computing Foundation
- Scala
- HTTP
- Plugin Support
Conduit

- Kubernetes
- Alpha
- Rust & golang
- TCP
- Linkerd 2
Envoy

- Lyft
- CNCP
- C++
- TCP
- Extensions
Istio

- IBM & Google
- Envoy underneath
- golang
- TCP
- Security
Consul Connect

- HashiCorp
- Beta
- golang
- TCP
- ACLs
Thanks for coming

jshanks@indeed.com